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riki and novu are then challenged by a ninja who is the person who delivers to mr. saiga's miracle shoot
each day. the ninjas are in fact sent by the union to see if mr. saiga is still a true miracle shoot owner.

the ninja however, is defeated by riki's two b-daman using their special moves: tornado string attack and
tornado string attack: finish. beyblade: metal fury en jp promo naming japanese 4d romaji

metarufaitobeiburdo 4d translated metal fight beyblade 4d production information director kunihisa
sugishima studio d-rights tatsunoko prosynergy sp nelvana licensor nelvana genre(s) action, adventure,
sci-fi, shounen, sports airing information episode count 52 (japan)39 (international) original run april 3,
2011 - april 1, 2012 network(s) tv tokyo cartoon network usa simon takes off with red dragon and kaito

follows with a shot of flying dragon. both use wide magazines and fire shots, unleashing a stormy dragon
blast to beat the challenge. in between, grizz and rory take on the challenge, both using single

magazines and firing shots. he uses wide magazines while she uses single magazines. riki with thunder
dracyan and simon with scorpio follow next, riki taking the challenge with a wide magazine and simon
with a single magazine. rory takes off with perfect dragon and riki takes on the challenge with a wide

magazine. their shots fire off, creating a stormy dragon blast. simon then takes on the challenge with a
wide magazine, riki with perfect dragon, grizz with flying dragon and rory with snow dragon. they all

manage to beat the challenge. all this while, dracyan is being cleaned up and getting his make up done.
dracyan says he feels a bit bad after putting his team to shame and apologizes to the team.
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